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Abstract
The development of instrumentation in 20th century has enabled

observation of several anomalies with respect to the energy balance

in chemical reactions, driving strong suspicion that some kind of

hitherto unknown nuclear reaction may be taking place.

Over time researchers have associated various names with these

anomalies, and over 1000 papers have been published, introducing

over a hundred reaction models but without explaining the observed

phenomena.

The most recent research points to quantum nuclear reactions that

are favored in nano-structures and drives to a nuclear reaction with

a quantum state entanglement, similar to that obtained in quantum

state teleportation.

Here comes into play new physics that is sometimes seen to

contradictory to current understanding.



However, considering the history of science, this may be seen as a 

normal development that has appeared many times in the past, such 

as when Newtonian physics was complemented by Relativity, with 

no contradiction.  

Thus the current understanding of nuclear physics may be 

complemented by an understanding of nuclear reactions driven by 

assemblies of quantum states. 

No matter how we explain the process, what is obvious in many 

experiments is that these strange nuclear reactions spontaneously 

occurring in chemical assemblies are producing significant amounts 

of energy, making possible new power sources for space 

applications. 

Fusion and transmutation power sources rely on a chemical 

reaction to be able to generate in controlled manner active nuclear 

environments, where a low energy transition in a quantum assembly 

drives a high energy output, observed via charged particle and 

radiation emission. 



Some reactions emit no radiation, with all energy gradually being

transferred to phonons and heating up the structure.

The fusion of deuterium in palladium deuteride lattices is likely

to enable in such nuclear energy conversion devices.

The reaction produces an energetic alpha particle of about 22 MeV

and a recoiled Palladium with about 0.3 MeV.

Using a combination of electromagnetic fields it will be possible to

produce a high density of active nuclear reaction sites a few nano-

meters wide, which could deliver high power density or high

temperature for power sources for space.

Conduct of the hydrogen fusion reaction in a nickel-hydride

structure may enable the transmutation of nickel atoms and of

other elements, releasing several MeV per reaction.

The devices presented are in early conceptual stage, TRL=3, and the

R&D will apply many modifications to the current concepts until a

reliable power source for space applications is obtained.
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Postulate:

“Nothing having mass may 

travel faster than light speed!”

2242
0 cpcmE 

Albert Einstein remained 

famous for the formula:

Higgs field lines

m(v) 

v

m0

True until 2011?!

v; v<c

The OPERA detector.

(Courtesy: INFN)



Supporting details



A nuclear reaction may be accomplished by:

 smashing one nucleus into another through the 

Coulombian barrier (accelerated particles or neutrons) or, 

 by tunneling (non-local nuclear reaction)

The selection rules for nuclear reactions apply, and the 

nuclear reaction channels opened  and the final products 

depend on the entry parameters of the initial particles

Examples :

– electron capture

- entanglement /teleportation

Observations - Isotopic anomalies (transmutation)

- Excess heat in chemical dominated reactions

d200 nm



Supporting details for quantum tunneling

Applications in electronics and measurement

Measurement of tunneling

Many references

Tunneling in chemistry and bio-chemistry

Tunneling in nuclear phenomena

Nano-structure stimulated tunneling

Vibration modes and tunneling stimulation



Magnetic 

Tunnel 

Junction

Superconducting Tunnel 

Junction  Device Sketch

STJ Energy Diagram

Applications of the 

phenomenon:

electrons can flow 

through an insulating   

barrier, by means 

of quantum tunneling.

Single electron 

transistor

schematic
GE 1N3716 

tunnel diode

Scanning Tunneling 

Microscope schematic



A. Yazdani, Nature 409, 471 (2001) H surface tunneling

Below 40 K, the tunnel jump rate is orders of 

magnitude larger than the one expected from 

an Arrhenius law for thermal diffusion and it is 

nearly temperature independent.

(a) An atom in a surface potential well. The 

particle may overcome the energy barrier either 

by thermal activation or by quantum tunneling. 

Ea is the energy barrier.

(b) Electronic calculations of the density of 

states for a Cr monolayer on Au(111); Cr 

L2,3 core-level transitions are represented 

(arrows) and the XAS absorption spectra are 

displayed for left and right circularly polarized 

light. A magnetic field parallel to the photon 

beam is applied. The XMCD signal is the 

difference of the two spectra.

http://www.esrf.eu/UsersAndScience/Pu

blications/Highlights/2005/XASMS/XA

SMS5

a- hydrogen atom in an energy well created by the copper 
surface. The red path shows the energy needed for the 
atom to diffuse into the next energy well under classical 
physics. The green path indicates that the atom needs little 
or no energy to tunnel by quantum mechanical means into 
the adjacent well.

b- An image of a hydrogen atom (dark feature in the center) on a copper surface taken by 
scanning tunneling microscopy

This extremely fast diffusion, nearly 

temperature independent, is attributed 

to quantumtunneling.



References on Tunneling:

• Tunneling of molecules and atoms

Lauhon, Ho, PRL 85, 4566 (2000)  (H-atom tunnels a copper surface)

Yazdani, Nature 409, 471 (2001)

• Tunneling of Cooper pairs

Zelevinsky, Flambaum, JPG 34, 355 (2005)

• Tunneling of excitons

Saito, Kayanuma, Phys. Rev. B 51, 5453 (1995)

Jin et al., Acta Phys. Sin. 53 3211 (2004

Effective potential and fusion enhancement

CB, Flambaum, Zelevinsky, JPG  34, 1 (2007)



Tunneling in chlorophyll

Carbon Tunneling from a Single 

Quantum State

Peter S. Zuev, Robert S. Sheridan, Titus 

V. Albu, Donald G. Truhlar, David A. 

Hrovat and Weston Thatcher Borden

Examples of Tunneling  in 

Organic Chemistry

– Electron Tunneling

– Hydrogen Tunneling

– Carbon Atom Tunneling

– Whole Molecule Tunneling



�  Tunneling is a direct consequence of quantum mechanics and its 

effects can be found throughout the physical sciences

Particle physics: explains phenomena such as -particle emission and 

can be exploited for practical use (STM)

Material Science: superconductors, semiconductors and dielectric 

materials all make use of charge transfer via tunneling

Biology: the main mechanism of charge transfer in cellular respiration 

and other biological processes

Chemistry: electron, hydrogen and heavy atom tunneling is found 

throughout a number of chemical transformations

�  Though less common than electron tunneling, heavy particle 

tunneling does play an important role in chemistry

explains : spectroscopic splitting patterns as well as 

reactivity at extremely low temperatures 
�  Chemists habitually speak of individual particles tunneling but it's important 

to keep in mind that according to QM the entire system is tunneling

ammonia inversion, 

diketopiperazine puckering, 

formaldehyde polymerization



Nuclear tunneling

 - DECAY

Electron Capture

DECAY

Length < 10 pm

Length < 500 pm



Entanglement experiments and applications
Shanghai Branch, National Laboratory for Physical Sciences at Microscale and Department of Modern Physics,

University of Science and Technology of China, Shanghai 201315, China

Shanghai Institute of Technical Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shanghai 200083 China

May 10, 2012

80%
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CO2 vibrations
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to replacement of 
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Water spectra

symmetric stretch 

v1 = 7.5 μm

asymmetric stretch 

v3 = 4.3 μm

bend 

v2 = 15 μm 
A nano-cluster has 3N-6 

vibration modes

Specific vibration modes

increases the tunneling probability,

are chaos assisted fluctuations and  

Tunneling coherence / De-coherence modes are 

material parameter dependent

Macroscopic quantum tunneling can be 

associated with the tunneling of a many-body 

wave-function through a potential barrier
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A new view on nature
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How the entanglement and teleportation process 

might work?

ct

ct

t
Air 340m/s=1 Mach

Water 4400m/s=14 Mach

1c =EMAir 29,900,000 m/s=110 k.Mach

1  = 100-780 k.c1ns=236 kmc1ns=0.3 m

S P



The process and the NEW PHYSICS beyond

Stage 1 – Doper-Lattice synergy

Stage 2 – Non-local nuclear reaction

Stage 3 – Final products Energy harvesting 
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and Fusion
<1MeV <22MeV

The NEW PHYSICS contains TWO POSTULATES :

1. The reaction does not consists in crushing one nucleus into another through 

Coulombian barrier but in a non-local reaction through the opening of a 

tunneling wave-tube (worm-hole) through which the nuclei exchange quarks.

2. The nano-structure engineering and its parameters determines the nuclear 

reaction channel and how energy is released as kinetic energy of charged 

particles, or involving neutrons or is split into multiple quanta – heat without 

radiation.//Safety hazard for radiation free structures !/

Parameters ?Nuclear particles 

kinetic energy Lattice phonons

Direct energy converter



New results:
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Calculation example

Knock-on 

electron

Elemental 

cell
Moving 

particle
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The energy harvesting in nano-hetero structures+
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Find the best engineered nano-structures that 

produces the optimal synergistic effects 

Type of dominant 

structure

Type of material 

Type of doper 

Nano-cluster
Nano-layer

Nano-interface

Li

Ni

Pd

Pt

Th

H, D, T, 3He, B

Find the parameters and rate dependence (p,T, E, B, etc)
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Outcome – technologic, constructive parameters for dedicated systems
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Energy balance:

2D fusion facilitated by Pd
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The complexity of Pd!
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55Cr decay to 55Mn

Complexity of nuclear reactions



The energy harvesting in nano-hetero structures+
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Stage 4 – Building the functional device
3”

2”

1  100 kWe**



Estimated performances:

Storage Specific Energy density:

- 3 GWDay/kg for D-D, D-6Li, H-7Li

-1 GWDay/kg for H-11B, 3He,

-50 MWDay/Kg – H-Ni, D-Ni, H-V

No storage limitation

Possible structure

Power source:

**Fuel : H,D,T,3He, B

**Burner materials:

Ni, V, Pd, Pt, Th, etc. 

Conversion efficiency:

Up to 95% depending of 

constructive solution

Power density:

Dependent of conversion 

efficiency, and heat extraction

For 95% and Heat=200 W/cc

Pd Max= 4 kW/cc



Novel Fusion Transmutation power source + -

He

D

Replaces the chemical power source 

reducing the size by >100,000 times

(1 m3
 1 cc)

Replaces the actinide based nuclear fuel, 

eliminating criticality accident hazard, 

radio-chemical contamination hazard, 

irradiation hazard and maneuver restrictions

Converting directly the nuclear reaction energy into electricity

High conversion efficiency – between 20 and 95%

the power source runs cold or with moderate heat 

At high power density needs cooling and allows a supplementary 

thermo-electro conversion to make the energy efficiency even 

higher.

Safe , reliable operation, 



Complexity and miniaturization 
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Novel Fusion Transmutation power source + -

He

D

Replaces the chemical power source 

reducing the size by >100,000 times

(1 m3
 1 cc)

Replaces the actinide based nuclear fuel, 

eliminating criticality accident hazard, 

radio-chemical contamination hazard, 

irradiation hazard and maneuver restrictions

Converting directly the nuclear reaction energy into electricity

High conversion efficiency – between 20 and 95%

the power source runs cold or with moderate heat 

At high power density needs cooling and allows a supplementary 

thermo-electro conversion to make the energy efficiency even 

higher.

Safe , reliable operation, 



The collateral outcomes

A novel understanding of nature and matter

Other processes :

fission of non-actinides and transmutation

Elemental synthesis – nuclear molecules



Performances and safety

Potential performances are very high

Power density depends on conversion efficiency and 

maximum operating temperatures

What is not converted into electricity becomes heat 

and have to be removed in order to maintain 

temperature inside operating range
Safety – unknown

- The present appearances are that the device is safe,

But more than 40 accidents took place in electrolytic systems

Chain explosive reactions are not 

excluded and possible in special 

engineered nano-structures

Radiation bursts, are also possible 

by dynamically modifications in 

nano-structure during operation.

It will resemble more a criticality 

accident than a H weapon blast

Surprises may occur

More research and tests are needed
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Applications

Heat sources Electricity sources
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Conclusions

With-in a serious approach, the first 

reliable products may be delivered in 

less than 10 years

The knowledge journey effort is just at the very 

beginning, and much more have to be done in order to 

understand the fundamentals of this process

This is the gate towards new fascinating discoveries and applications

The power sources we may produce using this process will place 

the mankind in a new more friendly relationship with nature, and 

we may become a cosmic civilization, having solved the problem 

of energy and resources, because with enough energy all other 

resources may be had.



Energy conversion efficiency may be as high as 95% depending on the

details of the design and manufacturing.

Power density depends of conversion efficiency, and heat extraction.

The energy not extracted as electricity becomes heat, and has to be

extracted as such. For a goal of 95% efficiency and heat extraction of

200 W/cc, the maximum power density is Pd
Max= 4 kW/cc, few times

higher than the actual nuclear power sources may deliver.

Fusion-Transmutation power source could replace chemical power

source reducing the volume requirement by a factor of six orders of

magnitude from cubic meter to cubic centimeter.

Such power sources could replace actinide based nuclear fuel,

obviating criticality hazard, radio-chemical contamination, irradiation

hazards and transportation restrictions.

Conclusions 



Power sources created with special material in nano-structures and

specific low energy excitation in quantum active environment will enable

mankind to have a new and friendlier relationship with nature.

With enough energy all other resources may be had at will.

First reliable products may be deliverable in ten to fifteen years with 

application of serious effort.

Estimated performance of such devices might be:

Device’s Specific Energy density:

- 3 GWDay/kg for D-D, D-6Li, H-7Li

- 1 GWDay/kg for 1H-11B, 3He,

- 50 MWDay/Kg – H-Ni, D-Ni, H-V

- One advantage of such device is that it has no storage limitation and 

no criticality constraints.

The first structures used first may use as power source burner 

materials: Ni, V, Pd, Pt, Th, etc. with the following possible fuel:  

H,D,T,3He, B. 



Direct conversion of quantum reaction energy into electricity 

makes possible to obtain high power density. The heat energy 

associated with cooling the device can be converted thermo-

electrically to boost the overall efficiency of the device even 

higher, and provide safer, more reliable operation.

New physics insight will emerge from the study of these new 

reactions in nano structures in the general area of space, 

entanglement, teleportation, space and matter correlation, 

synergy of matter and energy.

Conclusions cont. 




